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1. Brief history of development
The attempt to increase radar range by the "brute
force** method of transmitting morepowerful pulses has
again created a switching problem. At peak Dowers of
500 kilowatts and below the hydrogen thyratron has proven
to be a cheap, compact, and reliable switch. In the
megawatt region of peak pulse Dowers the hydrogen
thyratron is, at this time, very expensive and unreliable.
The possibility of using triggered spark gaps in high
power radar modulators is therefore being investigated.
Early spark gap investigations covered such
possibilities as fixed two-and three-electrode gaps
operating in air with forced circulation of the air in
order to aid deionization, veatrons (vacuum arc devices),
and ignitrons. The trigatron an enclosed three-electrode
gaT) was found to give satisfactory service for low power
applications in which long life was not required.
Recently the Microwave Laboratory at the University
of California has been investigating the use of open-air
triggered spark gaps at very high powers and low repetition
rates. This latter work has been mainly at peak pulse powers
of 200-400 megawatts, at pulse repetition rates of 60 cycles
per second and below.
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The work at Westinghouse was undertaken to in-
vestigate the possibility of using open-air triggered
spark gaDS to switch peak powers of around 6-8 mega-
watts at a pulse repetition rate of 1200 cycles per
second. An experimental modulator was constructed
in which peak pulse powers of 8 megawatts were switch-
ed at 1200 cycles oer second. This is believed to be
the first attempt to use open-air triggered spark gap
switches at both high Dower and high repetition rates.
The air blast required is a major disadvantage of this
type switch. Up to 200 cubic feet of air per minute
was required.
2. The nature of the spark discharge.
^Alien the voltage between two electrodes is raised
to, or above, the static -breakdown point, a spark will
occur. (In figtire 1 this gap threshold voltage, as
determined independently by Schumann and Fletcher (l)
is plotted vs. gap width). This spark is caused by the
breakdown of the gas in the region between the electrodes,
and is a result of the ionization of the gas molecules
by the accelerated free electrons in the vicinity.
This acceleration is imparted to the electrons present
by the electric field existing between the terminals,
and is directly proportional to the potential difference
across the gap. The higher the applied voltage, or the
greater the number of free electrons present, the shorter
the elapsed time between application of the voltage and in-








is just equal to the static-breakdown potential, a "time
lag" of several minutes may occur. If the voltage is
raised to a value two or three times the minimum required,
the time lag is reduced to the order of hundredths or even
thousandths of a microsecond, Windred (2) . After the
ionization commences, a short interval, of the order of
,01 microsecond, trans ires before the discharge attains
the properties desired for use as a switch. At the end
of this very short "breakdown time", the gas between the
electrodes has changed from an insulating medium to one
capable of carrying quite high currents. Factors deter-
mining the characteristics of discharge are the type of
gas, gas pressure, gap geometry, and the shape of the
applied voltage wave.
In order to utilize the above properties of the spark,
the breakdown must be controlled, and this can easily be
done by heavily overvoltageing the gap. In the case of a
fixed gap, a high transient peak voltage is applied to one
electrode. For three electrode triggered gaps the high
transient peak voltage is applied to the trigger electrode
which causes the trigger gap to breakdown. This ionizes
the gas molecules and the main gap breaks down a fraction




1. British triggered gaps
a. General development
The work on the British trigatron* commenced in
January 1941, Craggs (4). Although rotary gaps had been
found suitable for certain applications, it was desirable
for a stationary-electrode system to be produced in which
the spark discharge could be controlled at accurately de-
determined instants by the incidence of a regularly recurr-
ing trigger pulse. A gap of this type was developed to
a satisfactory state for operation in open air by the
summer of 1941.
The open air trigatron consisted essentially of
three elilectrodes, arranged as shown in figure 2(a) . It
was connected in the circuit so that the undrilled elec-
trode was negative with respect to the drilled electrode
and the trigger electrode. The latter two electrodes
were normally at the same potential and were connected by
a high resistance. The trigger pulse was positive with
respect to the surrounding electrode. About a 3 to 6 KV
trigger pulse of short duration was used. The method
pienerally used to provide these DUlses employed the volt-
age across an inductance in the plate of a large vacuum
tube that was cut-off at the repetition frequency. Typical


























values used were a current of 1 ampere and an inductance
of 10 millihenries which produced a peak voltage of 10 KV.
The peak value of the trigger voltage was reached in about
1.5 microseconds. The coupling arrangement between the
trigger tube and the trigger electrode was usually a con-
denser shunted by a high resistance leak, of about 100,000
ohms. Another resistance of the order of 1000 ohms was
found to be desirable in series with this condenser and the
trigger wire to suppress oscillations occurring immediately
after breakdown of the trigger gap.
Because of the need for the use of the equipment in
aircraft, consideration had to be given to compactness of
design and lightness of weight. It was also necessary for
the apparatus to operate at high altitudes and therefore
at reduced air pressures. This made it urgent for a spark-
gap to be developed to operate in a sealed enclosure, and
after investigation of the behaviour of the gaps in various
gases and gas mixtures and with different electrode mater-
ials, a satisfactory form of sealed gao, now known as the
trigatron, was developed by January, 1942. The trigatrons,
which were the prototypes of the commercially-produced
models, consisted of glass bulbs containing a mixture of
approximately 95 per cent argon and 5 per cent oxygen at
a pressure of 1 to 6 atmospheres with sparking surfaces
of molybdenum and tungsten. Oxygen was used in a trigatron
principally to maintain an oxide coating on the surfaces
7

of the electrodes and thereby to limit the rate of electr-
ode erosion. Oxygen was also needed in these gaps to quench
mestastable atoms of argon after discharge. The life of the
trigatrons is around 300-500 hours. Failure is caused by
a reduction in the amount of oxygen present, by combination
with the molybdenum and tungsten electrodes, to a value
that is insufficient to quench metastable atoms of argon
after the discharge, Craggs (4). The tube then fails to
deionize nroperly. Failure is not caused by electrode
erosion, for it operates satisfactorily after being pumped
and refilled.
Further discussion of enclosed triggered gaps will
not be presented here, since this paper is concerned
primarily with open air triggered gaps.
b. Mechanism of operation
If the breakdown voltage of the gap between the two
main electrodes of the triggered spark gap in the absence
of the trigger voltage is Vpiay, then the breakdown may
be caused to occurr at any voltage V down to V^^^ on the
application of the trigger pulse. The voltage V may be
maintained indefinitely across the gap until the trigger
pulse is applied.
The reduction in normal breakdown voltage is thought
to be caused by the concentration of the voltage gradient
in the region of the trigger electrode on the application
of the trigger pulse, Craggs (4). While the magnitude of
8

the trigger voltage has some effect on the amount of lower-
ing of the breakdown voltage, the observations show that
the lowering is considerably greater than that to be ex-
pected by direct addition of the trigger voltage to the
voltage applied between the main electrodes. With short
gap spacings, oscillographic studies show that, over at
least part of the operating range, the voltage on the
trigger electrode has dropped to about that of the surround-
ing electrode before breakdown of the main gap takes place.
In this case the lowered breakdown voltage of the gap
may be caused by field distortion in the gap due to space
charge formation resulting from the photo-ionizing effects
of the trigger spark.
A further consideration in the operation of the trig-
gered gap is the need for irradiation of the gap, so that
the presence of primary electrons to initiate the discharge
is ensured at the instant the voltage pulse is applied.
This irradiation is provided by corona discharge which
forms around the trigger electrode. In the British trig-
atron the insertion of an insulating cylinder of high di-
electric-constant between the wire and the surrounding
anode (see figure 2a), causes the gas in the vicinity of
the wire to become highly stressed and the corona discharges
is thereby intensified.
While the operating range of the triggered gap when
used to control single discharges lies between the voltages
9

V and Vr_^_, the ODerating range for recurrent pulses is
max min» .00 ^
affected both by the pulse energy and the PRF, This is be-
cause the dielectric strength of the gap has not fully re-
covered from the effect of one spark before the next spark
occurs. For this reason the maximum operating voltage
decreases with increasing PRF.
Consideration of the manner in which the dielectric
strength recovers enables an explanation to be given of
the improved performance of the trigatron which was obser-
ved when linear charging was used in preference to resonant
charging. This may be seen by reference to figure 3, where
a comparison is made between the linear charging curve,
the resonant charging curve and the re-striking curve.
(The latter was determined essentially by observing the
lowest steady d.c. voltage at which spark breakdown occurs
in the main gap when the trigger voltage is continuously
applied, Craggs (4).) It is essential that the charging
curve should fall beneath the re-striking curve, or else
breakdown of the gap will occur before the voltage reaches
the required crest value. This corresDonds to what is
known as pre-firing of the gap. Investigations tend
to show that rate of recovery of the gap is closely
associated with the rate of cooling of the gas which has
been heated by the passage of the spark, and that resid-
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C, The four electrode triggered air gap
Following the work of Craggs (4), Haine, and Meek,
in the development of a three electrode triggered gap
in which the trigger electrode (surrounded by the common
electrode) had its tip in a position of high electrostatic
stress due to the main field, Wilkinson(5) developed a
modification of this, wherein the essential need for pre-
irradiation of the cathode should be effected by illumina-
tion from an auxiliary spark, and ventilation by air blown
at low pressure. Figure 3(b) shows the general arrange-
ment of the gaps used. Trigger voltage was not applied
until a spark had passed from the "starter** to the trigger
electrode. This starter-spark was so positioned that it
could irradiate, through the trigger annulus, that part
of the main electrode (in this case the cathode) which was
nearest to the trigger and from which the trigger streamer
must be initiated.
Jitter which in the absence of the starter-spark
varied between 0.1 and 0.5 microsecond, was reduced by
the starter to less than 0.05 microseconds. The reduction
in jitter was greatest at the u^^per limit of the main-volt-
age range,
d. Experimental results
The curves of figure 4 (a) show some results obtained












when discharging a line capacitance of 0.005 microfarads
and pulse duration of 1,2 microseconds into a 125 ohm
load at 400 p.p.s. The trigatron operates satisfactorily
at any voltage within the limits bounded by the two curves
corresponding to the upper and lower operating voltages.
Many electrode materials were tested by Craggs (4)
and colleagues but it was found that only tungsten and
molybdenum rave satisfactory results. For reasons of
convenience of manufacture and ease of supply, molybdenum
was finally chosen for the sparking surfaces of the two
main electrodes. Tungsten was used for the trigger wire.
The use of these two metals not only increased the life
of the gap, over that realized with lower melting point
metals, but also the characteristics of the gap were
improved.
With increasing PRF the operating range of the
trigatron decreases as shown in figure 4 (b), which refers
to a 0.005 microfarad line discharging into a 125 ohm
resistive load. A considerable improvement in the perfor-
mance of the trigatron, for higher pulse energies at
increased PRF*s, is obtained by the use of an air blast
entering the gap through the trigger hole. The open air
trigatron may then be used to switch 2 megawatt, 1 micro-
second pulses at a PRF of 1000 p.p.s. Wilkinson (5), as
well as subsequent investigators, found that switching
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very high power pulses required an air blast through the
main gap,
Wilkinson (5) reports the development of four electr-
ode triggered air gaps capable of switching 12 KV, 55
ampere, 0.5 microsecond pulses at 1500 p.p.s. when sup-
plied with 6 cu.ft. of air per minute through a nozzle
at a pressure of 6 inches of water. The electrodes are
made of tungsten and have been run over 2000 hours in
the British AS442 modulator (A.A. No. 2 Mk II) with adjust-
ment of its starter-trigger gap, and its trigger position,
at intervals of 500 hours.
2. General Electric triggered gaps
The early work conducted by Tonks (6) at General
Electric was with voltage halving or series type gaps.
The gaps consisted of three spheroids, tungsten faced,
arranged in a circuit like that shown in figure 5 (a)
.
Tungsten was found to give less wear than other materials
tested. (In regard to electrode wear Tonks (6) tested
Mo, Pt, Al, Ag, Ta, Carborundum, Brass, Cu, Ni, Zn, Si,
Tungsten, and graphite. Of these he found that tungsten
was best and molybdenum next best: in general the lower
melting point producing the greater wear. He found that
wear is a function of pulse length and current). The gaps
were triggered by grounding the center spheroid through a
tetrode (RK 65) . At low voltages it was necessary to
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shine ultraviolet light on the cathode surface and also
to clear away the ionization of the spaces between spher-
oids by an air blast. At 2700 p.p.s. a "treiaendous quantity
of air" was required. It was therefore decided to use
air only where the spark jumped. Using the gap shown in
figure 5 (b) the arc was confined to a narrow central
beam. The tungsten boss on the back of the electrode
was the cathode in one gap; the tungsten pin the anode
in the other. Polarity was found to be important.
Electrode 3, figure 5 (a), carried a boss only; electrode
1 a pin only. The diameter of the tungsten wire was 40
or 60 mil. The spacing between gaps was varied between
1/4" to 5/8". There was found to be a certain limiting
ratio between the diameter of the electrodes and the gap
length; if the diameter was too small the sparks were er-
ratic. Experimentally the minimum electrode diameter to
gap length ratio was found to be 2.5 to 3. The amount of
air required depending on the stand-off voltage, pulse
rate and current was from 1 to 5 cubic feet per minute.
Spark Trigger Gap (bee figure 5 (c))
In later work Tonks (6) modified one spheroid for the
voltage halving gap by insulating the axial electrode for
spark triggering. The trigger was obtained as shown in
figure 5 (d). This gap was run with the trigger electrode
flush to the front face of the anode button. Good timing
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of the front face. Greater wear than that caused jitter.
Pushing the wire forward restored the gap for normal
operation. No ultraviolet light was necessary; or perhaps
the trigger itself provided it. It was found that the
trigger must have sufficient power to give considerable
ionization.
For the spark trigger gap Tonks (6) made a study of
minimum and maximum voltage breakdowns over which satisfac-
tory results were obtained, i.e., less than 0.1 microsecond,
time jitter. This was done at several pulse repetition
rates and with different amounts of air blast. The PFN
was 150 ohms giving a 1 microsecond pulse across a load
of 150 ohms. Typical results obtained for a gap spacing
of 0.35" are shown below in tabular form.
RANGE OF SAT. OPERATION
PRF AIR PRESSURE MIN. MAX.
1000 pps 5 #/sp.in. 8.5 KY 13.5 K?
1.5 •• 8.5 12.2
2300 5 7 11.5
3 7 10.3
1.5 7 9.5




It is seen that increasing the pulse repetition rate
restricted the voltage control range.
Results Obtained by Tonks with Triggered Gaps on Systems
The CXAZ equipment used a triggered spark gap mod-
ulator switch producing 15 KV pulses into a 400 ohm load,
i.e., about 40 amperes across the gap at a PRF of 656 p.p.s.
The gap operated 100 hours with one kickout using a 3/32**
orifice. After readjustment of the trigger point it ran
134 hours with two kickouts using a 1/8" orifice. The
wear converted to pulse rate was 1/4" of tungsten in 600
hours or 0.014"/day at a PKF of 1000 p.p.s.
The Tonks triggered gap was also tested on the XT-1
equipment which required a 7 KV pulse at 140 amperes. The
gap could not handle this power at a PRF of 2000 p.p.s.
V/ith a 15 KV pulse, 150 ohm PFN, PRF of 1000 p.p.s., (100
amperes) the gap was run over 240 hours without adjustment.
At this point the "timing" sounded bad. The wear on a
60 mil trigger wire was 5.5 mils per day. A total of
17 1/2 days of running wore the tungsten anode button
which started with a 91 mil hole to a 97 mil hole, a
total of 6 mils. This wear was too much for satisfactory
operation.
3. RCA Point-to-plane triggered gap
Early in 1942 RCA developed a point-to-plane type
of spark gap, the general constructional features of which
are shown in figure 6(a).
It had been found in earlier spark type pulsers that
19
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the reverse voltage following the trailing edge of the
pulse necessitated the use of a diode across the pulse
forming circuit so as to prevent the reverse energy from
discharging through the gap. Without the diode the gap
was extremely erratic. The gap then used was of a point
to point type. In order to obviate the necessity of the
damping diode a gap having considerable valve action was
developed. This permitted the dissipation of the rever-
sed energy, during the pulse interval without producing
reverse current through the gap. To increase the valve
action of the gap a coaxial high velocity air stream sur-
rounded the point electrode. This air stream was directed
toward the plane electrode as shown in figure 6(a). It was
found that about 6 to 14 pounds of air pressure was
necessary; below 6 pounds the gap arced. The air stream
assured more nearly complete deionizing of the gap with
consequent improvement in stability. The air stream
served also to limit the temperature rise of the gap
electrodes. D. C. tests on this gap indicated a ratio
of apDroximately 2:1 for the non-conducting and conduct-
ing directions of voltage. It was observed in these tests
that if the point electrode diameter was small with regard
to the gap spacing a cold discharge took place about the
point electrode and a small "dark current"* existed
through the gap. As the voltage was increased the cold
*A subnormal glow discharge which is insufficient to cause
an electron avalanche, »Vindred(2) .
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discharge gave way abruptly to a continuous discharge.
As long as the air pressure was maintained constant and
for a fixed electrode spacing, the gap ionizing potential
was precise and repeated within an error of plus or minus
2% (i.e., at 30 KV where these tests were performed, the
total voltage extreme was 1.2 KV for the resetting in-
accuracy.
The circuit arrangement used for overvoltaging of the
gap is shown in figure 6(b). An oscillator of the "RC'»
phase shift type operating at 200 KG supplied a phase
shifter permitting phase shifts of nearly 180 degrees.
The output of the phase shifter was limited and differ-
entiated to form a pulse suitable for operation of a two
stage counter. The output pulse from the final counter
was adjusted to a pulse frequency of 1000 cycles per sec-
ond. This pulse was further differentiated and clipped
to provide a positive pulse of approximately 1 micro-
second duration for the grid of the trigger tube. This
tube was of the modified 829 type. The anode potential of
the 829A was 5 KV and the average plate current about 3 ma.
The pulse delivered by the trigger tube was inductive-
ly coupled by means of a pulse transformer
^i-^n, figure
6(b) , in series with the output terminals of the PFN and
the gap. Therefore, the gap was overvoltaged at the
trigger repetition frequency. If L^^-j^ had been allowed to
22

remain in the circuit auring the pulse the j..ulse rioe
time vculd havelDeei. gres-tly increcsec • The effect of
the inductor Ln was therefore removed after the start
of ionization of the pulse forming gap by an auxiliary
gap shunting the inductor Ln* The potential to ionize
this gap was derived from the rise of the main pulse
and was equal to Ln di »
dt
Primarily the res son for starting the system at a
frequency of 200 KG v/as to provide, eventually, a means
of measuring the time stability of the various stages of
the system by superposing the sampled signal on the orig-
inal sinusoid. The output of the sine wave generator
was applied after suitable amj, lificaticn to a cathode ray
oscillograph, and provided a time axis of 2.5 microseconds,
five inches in width. Time discrepancies of the sampled
energy could therefore be reed to better than 0.05 micro-
second. The phase shifter enabled the superposing of the
sampled pulse on the optimum portion of the originating
sinusoid for ease of reading. The modulator \.l s designed
to deliver £0 KV pulses, 1 mocrosecond wide, to a 300
ohm load. The pec-.k pover output v/c. s therefore about
1.3 megavatts. The jitter time was measured as 0.05
microsecond for the leading edge of the pulse ana approK-
ima-tely 0.1 microsecond for the trailing edge. The
experimental model of this arrangement was operated for
approximately 200 hours producing etching of the plane
25

electrode to a depth of apprcximately 0,002"
over an area 1.5 inches in diameter. The j^oint
electrode appeared glazed but the amount of metal
removed v/as extremely slight. It was fcund that the
arrangement was not critical to gap adjustment nor
air pressure, although dust particles did, on passing
through the gap, cause an occasional miss of pulse,
A calcium chloride glass wool filter in the air system
for filtering and drying effectively removed this form
of instability.
Ionization time of the pulse forming gap was
measured by superposing increments of the trigger voltage
and the main I'Ulse on the S,5 microsecond time axis.
The leading edge of the main pulse lagged the peak of
the trigger i:ulse by 0.15 microsecond and was essentially
constant
•
4. Bell Laboratories Triggered Gap
In July 1942 Mr. ¥. M. Goodall of Bell Telephone
Laboratories reported 8.n experimental mega.watt pulser
using a three electrode fixed gap, Goodall (8) . The
The general circuit arrangement used is shown in
figure 7. The ccntrol voltage for this triggered spark
gap was obtained frcm a rotery gap and pulse transf oi-raer.
The xulse rate v.as 480 pulses per second and the pov/er
delivered to the load vas a-bout 2 megawetts peak for a





















the gap to clear away the ionized air. The gap v/as
found to need sdjustment at inteivals of 300 to 400
hours. This a^djustment only required the turning of
a knob a fraction of a turn. One gap had "been run for
a totfl of over 1200 hours 8.t a gap current of 400
amperes. The electrode material used was mclybdenum.
The unit was designed to operate with 10 KV on the
fixed gap (5 KV across the load). The voltage control
ra^nge v/ps about 2bfo for a fixed gap setting. It was
found that less trouble v/as encountered in extinguishing
the fixed gap if suction v/as used instead of blov/ing.
With a -vacuum cleaner motor as a blowing de\ice 110
volts v/ere required, whereas 60 volts would do the job
when the motor v/as used ?s a suction ae". ice. More
effective air flov/ lines in the Iftter case are believed
to a.cccunx for the better opercticn.
ITo inf oriTiS-tion is available as to th'^ jitter time
obt&ined v/ith this gaj-. It was undoubtedly of the order
of 50 nicroscccnds or gres ter beca.use of the tiigger
source used.
5, Badiaticn Laboratory Triggerecl Gaps
Figure 8(a) is a rcugh sketch of cn^i- type of
fixed gf p which v/as experimented vrith at the Radiation
Laboratory'' during the \\rar. The cross-hatched parts were
made of tungsten. At 40 amperes and 30 Y^.\ this arrangement
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iiif cmic-ticn is avails.tie ss to pulse r^te used or
air tl&st necessfrj''.
Pcllcv/in.G: v;ork reTcrtedlr,' the English en the trig-
atrcn the eJnoMe gs.T. \jbs enclosed in a glass envelope
et a. pressure of 2 ; tncsiheres of a mixture of 9b%
Argon p.nd 5% Oxygen. This irdxture v/orked about as v>ell
pnd had a lonrer life, than one of 90% Argon and 10^^
O^ij'-gen, then "being used hy the English. The life of
the former wss of the order of 200 hours.
Another gap configuration tried et the Hadiation
Labor?-tcry is sliown in figure 8(b) . I'o data is cYg liable
rc^gaxding the results cbtcined v/ith this gap, v/hich we s
very similFr to one used by Tonics (see figure 5(a).
Scon after v;ork started on the hydrogen thj'-ratrcn and
the English trigatrcn the Rrdiaticn Laboratory apparently
stopped \vork on triggered air gaps.
6, Vestinghcuse Triggered Gaps
The e£.rly v;ork at westinghcuse Electric Ccrr^oration
en fixed spark gaps centered mainly on Ignitrons, Veatrcns
and Trigatrons, Slack (lO) & (14).
Igritrons \ ere developed vhich v.ere capable of
sv7itching 50 KV pulses at 1000 p.p.s., pa.ssing currents
of 100 amperes at an am.bient temperature of 40 degrees G,
The best life o^teined v/as about 100 hours; failure of
the ignitor being the source of trouble. Ignitrons have
the disadva.ntage of requiring an erect stable m.cunting
28

and work en these tubes V'as stepped early in 1942.
The Vestrcn-x- is a. -vaciiurx arc switch the general
arrangement cf which is shcv/n in figure 9. It consists
of a very narrow gap tetv-een tv.-o electrodes A and B and
8. third electrode which is U-shaped. A and B are the
trigger electrodes, an arc being started betveen them
by field emission. Either A or B is the ca.thode, and C
is the anode. The trigger arc transfers to the anode if
C is positive and greater than 150 volts. The spacing
betv/een A. and B must be Fis.intained 2.t about 1 to 3 nils
for satisfactory operation. Voltages up to 40 KV can be
switched v/ith this device a.nd its handles currents of
several hundred ejnperes. The Veatrcn was seriously
limited by wearing away of the trigger elc ctrodes and,
although a mechanical device was developed for keeping
the gc.p spacing v/ithin the working range, it never cgLme
into general use.
Beginning in May 1942 Westinghouse concentrated
on enclosed pressure gaps similar to the British trig-
atron, Slack(lO) • The possibility of improving the
British design v/as investigated. In addition Slack
considered radically diflerent designs using various
combine.tii ns of gases a.t high pressures in an attem.pt
to get a design to operate a,t around 25 KV, switching
pulses of better than 1 megawatt. Considerable work
was done on trigger pin height, pin spacing and m^.in gap
Vyestinghouse Electric Corp. designation.
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sps.cing. In general v/ith a smg.ll pin sx;a.cing of the
order of 30 to 40 mils bet\.een the pin and the outer
cup, the range of operetion v;£.s independent of pin
height. Larger pin spacings would operate at lov/er pres-
sures. It \vs.s found however thcvt for tl e higher FRF's
8 closer ma'n ge.p spacing and high pressures weie needed.
7. Caipp Evans Signal Lal)ora.tory Kodulg.tor
This triggered spark gap modulator was reported
a.t the llcdulatcr Collcquim, Kadiation Labora^tory in June
1943, Gorhan(ll) . It attemptea to eliminate the v/ear on
the triggering electrode found in most triggered spark
gaps. This vfee r is cs.used ly the fact the.t the fine
triggering electrode is often part of the main spark
discharge.
This modulator "boasted that at pulse repetiticn
rates of 200 to 400 pulses per second, no air Iplast,
cooling, nor ultra violet light v/e.s reqtired for a,ccurate
synchronization. (iTote: A source of ultra violet light
is scmetimes used as the trigger to provide ions to
iniate thf. arc.)
Essentially the gap (figure 10) ccnsirted of e. 1/4"
cathode, s. 3/32" anode, and a triggering electrode
extending around about 120 degrees of a 3/16" radius
arc. An electrostatic plate about 3/4" in diamxcter was
loca.ted about 1/4" below the main gap and 1/8" belov/











was made of 10 or 15 mil tcntc.linu. and had a sharp inner
edg:e. The main gap separation ivs-s roughly 1/4" and
voltages of 10 to 15 KV vyere controlled.
The triggering voltage was genersrted "by an R-C
oscillator feeding a blocking oscillator v.hich cut off
an 80 7 tuhe hairing ah cut 30 mh. as a plate loac. Ihe
pulse output voltage of this circuit was rcuglily 200
volts and v/as sufficient to control voltages up to at
least 15 kilovclts.
This gap v;as run for 1000 hours at 200 cycles per
second v/ith about ZQ% tolerance in operation voltage
and 1/20 of a microsecond jitter. There was no visible
corona or sps^rk betv/een the triggering electrode and
the ms-in electrode, so that the wesr on the triggering
electrode was imperceptible. The triggering electrode
was locctt^d far enough belov/ the main ge.p so that sniS.ll
changes in electrode lengths, due to wear, did not
appreciably change the firing requirement, "wear v;as
compensated for by means of scr. w adjustment of the
anode.
Since all the parts were stationary and the main
electrodes vere made of inert metals, this v/c s enclosed
in a double v.-all celotex box so as to reduce the sound
of the gap.
The life test on this gap was run with a 50 ohm
resistive load to represei;t the load presented by the
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primary of a pulse transformer delivering one mega-





1. University of California High i?ov/er Gaps
a. General Hature of Work
During the la-st 2 years the i^iicrov/aT/e Laboratory
of the University of California has been investigating
triggered spark gaps e.s a possible sv/itch for high
pov;er resonatrons, Ma.rshall (12)&(13) . In their experiments
they have charged pulse lines to various voltages in
the range up to 70 KV and switching has been accomplished
v/ith various types of triggered spark gap circuits.
These triggered spark gap circuits v/ere found to give
excellent performance and reliability in switching peak
pov/ers of SCO to 400 megawcitts, s.t average powers of
50 to 80 kilowatts, and it appears that these powers
can be exceeded. Triggered spark gap circuits were
developed which ha-ve a very lov/ jitter time, of the
order of 0,01 microsecond, v/hich permit a -very rapid
voltage rise across the load and which have a large
voltage control range, 2 to i or greater.
Tests v;ere conducted to determine the optimum size
of triLger gs.p and trigger electrode. In their early
experiments small gc ps and trigger electrodes were used.
These v"ere cpert ted for approxim^.tely 25l hours in a cir-














Up to 65 KV (oj^erated most
cf the time at approx. 50 KV)
280 microseconds
7.5 p.p.s«
50 ohms (i.e., usual peaJk
power approx. 12.5 megawatts)
2 3/4" diametei copper with
2" R face





The erosion of the electrodes Wc s not excessive; the
0.016" trigger wire still was essentially flush with the
ground electrode surface. The edges of the 0.036" trigger
hole wf s worn down a little and the untriggered electrode
was eroded dovra to somev/hat of a flat over a region 3/4"
in diameter.
In their more recent v/ork with extremely high power
pulses Professor >ja,rshs.ll (12) and colleagues hc.ve directed
their effoits tov/ard closer study of high volteige trigger
gap operation. Pteascns for changing to high, trigger volt-
age were:
(1) Large trigger gap dimensions are impervious to
erosion changes.






























rise time because of
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(c) Two Cvervoltaged Triggered Gaps
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(3) Greatly reduced jitter time.
The mc'in electrcdes being used in these latter exrjer-
iments a. e elliptical in shcpe e.nd s.bout 9" in diameter.
The trigger electrodes a: e 3/8" or 5/8" rods centered in a
a 1" hole in the ground electrode.
Some t- rical spE.rk gap circ-uits used are shown in
figure 11.
h. Simpl'- triggered gap with no o"vervcltjrge
The simple triggered ga.p shovm in figure 11 (a) is one
in v/} ich firing is "brought on solely hy the presence of
triggering sp&rlc. The gap setting can be adjusted for 8Aiy
voltage setting, e.g., 50 kilovolts. Volt?,ge control range
is epproximately 25^ for a fixed gap setti:'Tg, e.g., 37.5 KV
to 50 KV, The simple triggered gap permits fcst ^ oltage rise
time across the loa.d because of the lov; impedance circuit. Us-
ing large trigger gaps and high i^oltage trigger (i.e., trigger
voltage rises tov/rrd 70 ICV) jitter time is less than 0.01 micro-
secrnd near the free-running gap voltage.
Some typical data for operation of simple triggered
gap v/ith no OTervolt^ge arc shcvn in figures 12 and 13.
C. Overvoltaged triggered gap
The ccntrol rr n; e of tl e triggered gap can be extended
considerable if the gap ifr CY':rvclt£.ged rnd triggered by
means of a pulse transfcmier in series v/ith the gap and the
load, as ryc\:'n in figure ]1 (b) . Tbis circi'it is also cap-
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a"ble cf "very higli \oltr£:e, i-ery high power, rslrtively
jitter free operction, v/ith c \ery ILr-.rge \oltc.ge ccntrcl
ranee. Ho\ve\er, the ]:ulse line inust dische.rge throu£,h the
secrndc ry cf the orervcltaging r-nd trig, ering tr-: nsfcnier,
thereby ir'Cr easing the • cltcge rise time across the loc.d,
Th.e circuit is excellent if lor^- pulses ere used r;.nd the
slov rise tir.e is not ohjecticnahle.
In ap",'licF ticns v/hcre shc?t pulses and. or f c st rise
times are desired it is iEvpossihle to insert the seccndary
of the pulse transformer in series v.ith the gap end still
maintf in a f f st rise cf the ir-ain pulse. A triggering x>ulse
transformer ir'.th r core v/hich. is easily ssturatea by the
Tne.in pulse tends to cTercome this difficulty, but various
drawbacks are encountered, pcrticulc'rly v.'ith high pulse
current and pov:er.
Tests made p t the Uni". ersi t^^ of Californip Radiation
Labori" tciy, v/ith short pulse lengths, cemcnstrt ted the
feasibility of using a hydrogen-filled discharge tube to
short out the secondary rf the triggering pulse tra^nsformer
after it had provided the trigger end cT^er-vcltage to bresk-
dovra the air gap.' It v/as found that e-. en v/hen an r.f. glovr
was nmintained in the g£:s discharge tube to minimize jitter
time, the tube presents a higlr enough iFipede.nce to the trig-
gering pulse for E frs.cticn of a microseccna to allov/ the
trigg^^ring pulse transformer to properljr overvoltage ?nd
trigger the air gap. Tl\e hydrogen discharge tube hcs been
4D

recently eliminated "by substituting a second trigt^ered spark
gap tc short cut the secndcry cf the o'vervcltaging end
triggering transformer after the breakdown of the first gap.
d. Tv/o Overvoltaged Trigger Gaps
The most satisfactory triggering circi;it was found to
be that srovn in figu.re 11 (c). In this circuit the polar-
ity of the trigger is opposite tc that of ti. e high voltage
gap electrode, go that the first ggip is overvoltaged by the
trigger after the small triggered gap has been broken dov/n.
In the meantirae the second small triggered gap fires and
thus gap number 2 is prepared to breakdcv/n quickly once it
receiTes the full pulse line voltage e.s a result cf break-
dov/n of gap number 1.
During tests made at the Ui.iversitj of California on
this type circuit jitter times of 0.05 microseccnds or less
were obtained over bti operating range of approxima-tely 50%'
of the maximum voltage for the gap setting. More than
15,000 amperes at a repetition rs.te of 30 pulses per seccnd,
5 microseconds wide, v/ere hajidled with this gap at a stand-
off voltage of approximately 58 KV. Ti is corresponds to
435 m.egawatts peak power sv/itched, and an avers.ge power
of 6 5 kilowatts. At somewhat reduced "^-oltages the tests
were performed at repetition rates of oO pulses per seccnd.
For handling high cu; lents, the use of tungsten trigger




Kbcwt June 1950 the Ilicrov/ave Laboratory, University
of Califcrnia, plans to issue a technical report cove.ring
their v/ork on trig{_ered. spark geps and giving informaticn
froin v/rich s trigf:iered gap may he designed to meet a par-
ticular need.
2. Air Force Research Lehoratory High Power Gap
Currently the Air Force Cambridge B.esearch Laboratory'-,
Cambridge, I'lassachusetts, is working with triggered open-
air spark g&ps v/ith the object of gaining information for the
design of a suitable switch for a 200 megawatt modulator. The
factors of clriief interest in this connection are reliable
operation and long life. As of March. 1950, a relatively small
amount of work had been accomplished and no reports had been
written on the subject. The first tests were conducted v/ith 2
inch diameter spheres of chromium plated brass. The grounded
electrode contained a hole approxim.ately 1/8" in diajneter,
in the center of v/hich was located a 1/16" diam-eter tujig-
sten trigger electrode. This gap configuration v/as found
to give good operction over a range of charging voltages
from the mE.ximum operable value down to 70 per cent of
this V£:lue, for one setting of the gap spacing. Time
jitter varied inversely with forward anode voltage from
several microseconds at low ~. oltage to approximately 0.1
microsecond at the maxim.ujn operable i-oltsige, for one set-
ting of the gap spacing.
tC

Some life tests hc;ve been conducted under the follow-
ing conditions:
Stand-off Voltage 60 KV
Pulse Current 26 70 Amperes
Pulse Po\v'er 80 Megawatts
Pulse Length 1.23 llicrcseccnds
PRF 60 p.p.s.
The chromium plate disa.ppeared immediately from the sparking
area. Operaticn ccntinued satisfactorily for about one hour
at the end of which time the gap began to fire prematurely.
Examination of the sparking area under a microscope shewed the
formation of ridges and globules on the anode ball, wit> one
globule much larger than the rest. The large globule protruded
0.011 inches from the surface of the sphere and w^as responsible
for the prems.tu- e breakdown of the gap. Rem.cva,! of this pro-
trusion permitted normal operation again for about one-half
hour, at the end of v/hich time another globule had formed.
This process was repeated a number of times, always with
similar results. The copper in the sphere had probably
melted during the arc and been dre^-v/n into globules which
apparently consisted of crystalline copper m^etal cocited
with black copper oxide. The c&thode ball showed no
such f orms.ticns, but the copper was v/om av/ay from it
more rapidly than from, the anode ball.
A tungsten rod 1/4" in diameter w&s then inserted
into the anode ball s.nd smoothed off flush with the surface
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Some life tests heve been c^ nducted under the follow-
ing conditions:
Stand-off Voltage 60 KY
Pulse Current 26 70 Amperes
Pulse Power 80 Megawatts
Pulse Length 1.23 ilicrcseccnds
PRE 60 p.p.s.
The chroirduTji plate disa.ppeared immediately from the sparking
area. Operaticn continued satisfactorily for about one hour
at the end of which time the gap began to fire prematurely.
Examination of the sparking a.rea under a. microscope shewed the
fcimation of ridges and globules on the anode ball, witlr one
globule much la.rger than the lest. The large globule protruded
0.011 inches from the surface of the sphere and wa.s responsible
for the prems.tu: e breakdown of the gap. Remc\?al of this pro-
trusion permitted normal operation again for about one-half
hour, e.t the end of v.hich time another globule had formed.
This process was repeated a number of times, always with
similar results. The copper in the sphere had probably
melted during the arc and been dre.vm into globules which
apparently consisted of crystalline copper m^etal coeited
with black copper oxide. The cathode ball showed no
such forraa.ticns, but the copper wa.s worn away from it
more rapidly than from, the anode ba.ll.
A tungsten rod 1/4" in diameter v/as then inserted
into the anode ball and smoothed off flush with the surface
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of the ball tc serve as a sparking area. This operated 18
hours with no trcuble and lery little wear on the tungsten.
Failure was caused by sparking to the adjacent brass which
caused the foim^.tion of a globule and the fa^miliar prerocture
firing. Recently a padr of 6 inch diameter brass electrodes,
with round tungsten inserts 3 inches in diameter whi^ch fonn
the sparking areas, have been built. These new electrodes v/ill




CURiElIT VORK AT VilST IlIGHOUSE
1. The experimental modulator
The current work undertaken at Westinghouse Eleclric
Corporation was for the purpose of investige.ting the poss-
ibility of using an open air triggered spe.rk gap switch
in a high-power higli repetition rate modulator. The gen-
eral design specificsticns for this modulator are:
Power Output of Magnetron 2 Megawatts
Lc8.d Impedance R^ 20 Ohms
PRP and Pulse Length 1200 p.p.s.- 1 micro-
second
300 p.p.s.- 4 micro-
seconds
Assuming 40 per cent ma.gnetrcn efficiency the power input
to the magnetron must therefore be
2 megawatts x^ z ^ megawatts.
Assuming 5 per cent losses in the pulse transformer the
pov/er input required to the l0£' d is
5 megawatts x —g^ 5.26 megawatts.
The peak pulse voltoge s^cross the loc.d v/ill then be
E
::
ypo\.er out x Rq
E « -/b.se X 10^ X 20
E s 10.25 KV
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Assi-miing 5 per cent loses in the charging re£ctor and
PEM and a 600 volt drop across the charging diode the
D.G. voltage needed is
95
In order to ha^ve a working range it was decided to use
13 KV D.C. supply voltage and tc charge the PMT to nearly
twice this value (say 25 KV") using D.C. resonance charg-
ing with a hold-off diode. The general layout of the mod-
ulator is shown in figure 14. In the absence of the out-
put pulse transformer and magnetron s. 20 ohm water-cooled
load, made up of non-inductive Va.rd Leonard plaque lesistors,
was used. A single choke was decided upon for the final
charging reactor in order to eliminate the necessity of
changing charging chokes when changing PRF. The charging
inductance therefore had tc be sma.ll enough to permit the
PEN to charge up to full voltage each time, at the highest
PRF.
The schematic diagrsin of the PEN used is shcv/n in figure
15. A single secticn was used for the 1 microsecond pulse
giving a. pulse shape of a half cycle of a sine wave which is
half critically ds.mped. Since 4 secticns v/ere used for the
4 microsecond pulse, the pulse shape was more nearly rectang-
ular. The choice or Rq» the characteristic resistance of the
















S n ^ ^0 Gst » Glasoe (3)
For the 1 microseccnd pulse,
C s - ix/^' - 0.025 microfarad.
St — —
For the 4 microsecond pulse,
2Ro 4©
.4»
Cst = —" =0.1 microfarad,
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V/hen the spark gap fires the load current is
I , IB. 5 KY » 525 ajnperes,
L 20 ohms
Peak power output of modulator is
P - e£ = (25) ^ . 7.8 m-egawatts.
Rl 20
Average pov/er input to modulator at 1200 p.p.s.
- 7.8 X 10^ X 1200 X 1 X 10'^ - 9360 watts
Average D. C. curren-c required
.
9560 - 0.72 amperes D.G, (at 1200 iri.F)
13KV
To realize a PRP of 1200 v/ith G^^ = 0.025 microfarad, using
D.C. resonant charging, the charging choke must resonate with
Gg^ at a freauency of 1200/2 - 600 cycles or greater.





UJ G^t (2;7'x 600)^ X .025 x lO"^

To allow for tolerance in construction of the charging choke
and the PEi>I, the charging choke was designed to have an
inductance of 2.5 henries, giving a charging circuit reson-
ant frequency of 638 cycles/sec. At 1200 p.p.s.
I peak - ^ . 13_J^. =1.3 amperes.
^ ^L 2/rx 638 X 2.5 x 10'^
For the 4 microseccnu pulse length the HIP - 300 and the
resonant frequency oi the charging circuit resulting is
1






13 KV 2.6 amperes.
2 7rx 318 X 2.5 X 10"^
A UE 576 v/ss cl.osen fur the hold-off diode.
Por the ms^in high "voltage pover supply a 48 KVA, 3
phase, induction heater 'cra.nsformer was used. This trans-
former delivers 11 EV D.G. at 4 amperes v/ith 210 volts
into its prim-8,ry v/iiiuxxigs. By raising the primary voltage
an output \oltage 01 xci JiV D.G. was ohtained at reduced
current. The schematic of the main high voltage supply
is shov/n in figure lo. Six 371B rectifier tubes were used
giving full wave rectification. A 4 microfarad filter
capacitor was used with a 1 megohm bleeder resistance.
The schematic diag,ram of the experimontcl moduls.tor








necessary for the hold-off diode. The only filament trans-
formers readily available were insulated fcr 13 KV, so it
was necessary to place tv;o of therri in series v^ith another
low '. oltage rating filament transfo'jmer between thern in
order to insu.late the cathode of the hold-off diode for
the 26 KV" peak voltage. This dropped the filament volt-
age to about 4 'v olts s.nd made necessary the use of an
additional step-up trs'.nsfoimer and variac.
The trigee^ supply was designed to give an open cir-
cuit voltafce of 70 KV across the trigger gap. This high
trigger voltage was desired to give a very short rise
time, thereby reducing the pulse jitt'.r time. D. G. res-
onant charging with a diode was used to charge a 0,02
microfo.rad capacitor to 7 KV. At the proper instant this
capacitor Wc^s discharged through the primary of a 1:10
step-up pulse transformer by a 5G22 hudrogen thyratron.
A large laboratory pov;er supply rated at 0-20 KV 'D»G. and
0-100 ma. was used to supply the trigger power. A damping
diode v/c s usea across the 5G22 to remove the inverse
voltage left on the 0.02 microfarad capacitor after each
pulse, A resistor and inductor in series v/ith this diode
were found necessary to reduce the peak current through the
diode to acceptable values.
The trigger fcr the hydrogen thyratron was obtained


















































This arrangement Wc fc- used to simplify construction and to
permit esse of viewing circuit waveforms. Since the trig-
ger output of the sunchroscope was rather week for trigger-
irig the hydrogen thratron, a trigger amplifier was used.
The schematic dis.gram of the trigger amplifier is shown
in figure 18. It consists of a blocking oscillator and
and 807 cathode follower. The 6J5 blocking oscillator is
mainte.ined below cutoff in the absence of a triggering
voltage. It Wc s designed to work over the range of 300
to 1200 cycles/sec. The .00015 microfarad coupling cap-
acitor between the synchroscope and the blocking oscill-
ator grid v/as necessary to prevent the relatively wide
synchroscope pulse frcm double triggering the blocking
oscillator. A despikir^g circuit consisting of the coupling
cable capacity (about 250 micromicrofarad) and a shimt
inductance of 30 microhenries was used to pre-vent grid
spikes from the thyracron from reacting back into the
blocking oscillator.
The floor plan of the experimental modulator is shewn
in figure 19.
2. Electrode design
A sketch of the first gap tested in the above mod-
ulator is shewn in figure 20. This gap followed closely
a desii^n suggested by Irof. L. G. Marshall (12) and (13) of
the University of Galitomia for switching 20 megawatt
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The main electrodes v/ere hemispheres 5 1/2" in diameter.
A 5/8" trigger electrode was used in a 1" hole in the
ground electrode. It v/as soon learned that the electrodes
were much larger than necessary fcr the lower pulse
powers to he switched, since the electrodes ran cool 3.nd
the arc was concentrated in a very small central area of
the electrodes. It was also observed that when the gap
"free ran"* the arc took pla^ce across the wide part of the
gap near the exhaust end. This took pl£; ce s,t powers and
FRF's much lower than the design specifications called for.
These first electrodes were made of alumini:im and eroded
quite rapidly. The high voltage electrode hs.d a central
area ah out 3/4" in diameter v/hich was pitted badly after
a rela,tively few hours of operation.
The electrodes shewn in figure 21 were designed to
reduce gap size and thereby permit better scavenging of
the ionized air with a reduced air supply. The main
electrodes vera 1 7/8" in diameter; the faces ha.^ing a
1 1/2" radius of curvature in an attempt to spread the
arc o\ er a wider area of the electrodes. The trigger
electrode was 3/8" in diameter centered in s. 5/8" hole
in the ground electrode. Copper was used as the electroae
mate: ial in gap ni;tmber 2 because of ee.se of ma,nufacture
,
however, although the erosion v/as much less than with the e.lum-
inum, it v/as readily apparent that copper would permit only












a relatively short life. For lack of a better housing at
hand the gap was mounted in a transite pipe haxing an
inside diameter of 3 inches. This arrangement looked prom-
ising at first since 8 megawatts were switched at a PRF
of 150 p.p.s. It v;as found, however, that upon being heated
the transite pipe ceased being a good insulator, and arcing
took place between the high 'volts.ge electrode and the pipe.
The electrodes were then mounted i .- the large rectangular
box shewn in figure 20. Results obtained with this arrange-
ment were slightly better than with the large electrodes.
The latest gap tested at Westinghouse is shown in
figure 22, These copper electrodes are similar to those
of figure 21 except that they are hemispheres 1 7/8" in
diameter. It ws.s felt that the sharp corners on the
previous gap electrodes contributed to erratic firing.
Using these hemispheres and a le. rge amount of air (see
secticn 3 belov/) the design specifics.tion of switching
8 megav/atts at 1200 p.p.s. may be met.
3. Air blast problems
The success realized by previous experimenters in
the field, notably Marshall (12) at the Univerrsity of
Calif crnis., using a \acuum cleaner blower to p: oviae the
air blast for the gap, led to trial of this method in the
beginning. This blov/er v/as capt ble of supplying c;-bcut
50 cu.ft. of air per minute through a 1" diameter blower
tube, giving a velocity through the gap of around 5000
€6

ft./mii^» At 1200 p.p.s. this means the t the ionized air
will travel only about 0.7" before the full standoff
voltage has again been applied to the gap. The large
rectangular box (figure 20) used with the original gap
gave poor air flov; characteristics and effecti\'ely re-
duced the interpulse air travel distance.
In the second gap (figure 21) a nozzle 1" by 1/4"
was used to concentrate the air blast in the center of the
gap. Since the vacuujn cleaner blower operates poorly
against a back pressure, a 1/4" compressed air line ws.s
used for the air supply. Complete tests were impossible
v/ith this g£ p because of the failure of the housing. It
v/as apparent however that the better gap scs-venging obtained
because of the improved air flow lines permitted operation
at higher pulse powers and high repetition rates.
With the most recent gsp tested the nozzle outlet has
been reduced to 1/4" by 1/2" and the air supply line in-
creased to 3/4" in dic.mcter. The liiie pressure of 100 lbs./
sq . in. is reduced at the nozzle input to 7.5 Ibs/sq.in. and
about 200 cu.ft. of eir per minute is blown through the ge,p.
In order to effectively reduce the gap housing a 3" diameter
micarta tubing has been cut to slide over the electrodes.
The air nozzle is centrally loce ted just at the edge of the
electrodes and extends sli{2^:tly inside the micarta exhaust tub-
ing. With this arrangement , borderline operatic n has been
obtained at peak pulse pov/ers of 8 m.egawatts switched at a
PriT of 1200 p.p.s,
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At VcTious times di.ring the tests air vas supplied thrcugh
the tri:. £er gap v/ith and without a moAn gap air blast, Ho
noticeahle improvenent in opereticn Wc s obtained by venti-
lation of the trigger gap.
In order to improve gap air flow characteristics it is
believed that a next step v/ill be to extend the main
electrodes surfs ces along the air flow path using insulator
materia-l. The purpcs e of this is to prevent exps.nsion of
the 8ir and therefore maintain a high air velocity until the
air is well past the conducting electrodes. At present the
air supply necessary ms.kes the triggered spe.ri; gap an im-





During Vorld Vaj II triggered open all spark gaps
v/ere used ty the British, and to a lesser extent in the
United States, as rads.r modulator switches at high pulse
repetition rates and low pcv;ers.
Recent v/ork shews that future applicr tions of trig-
gered open air spark g?ps will prohsbly be in very high
power (i.e., hundreds of megawatts) modulators operating
at relatively low repetition rates, of the order of 250
p.p.s. or "belov.-. The E.uthcr believes the t in this oper-
ating range the tri^; gered open air spark gap is better
in cost, reliability, and power handli. g cspability,
than o th r r mc dulat or swi t ch e s pr s ent ly a\ a i lab 1 e
.
Open air triggered spark gaps a'^ e v; ry useful as
la^borFtcry switching devices since, by the simple exped-
ient of changing the grp length, a. given g&p ccn operate
a.t any pov/er belov/ its rating. Seasoning of magnetrons
can therefore be gccom.plished easily using this type of
modulator switch.
V^ile the recent tests et \vestingh cuse aie incon-
clusive, they tend to shew thr t triggered open sir spark
gaps are impractical for ccmbiriFticns of very high powers
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